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Infoland partners with Frontwalker  

Dutch software vendor and Swedish IT consulting firm strengthen each other's operations. 

Gothenburg, Sweden. Infoland and Frontwalker today announced that the companies have entered into a 

strategic partnership in which they will strengthen each other in terms of smart software and IT consultancy 

services. For Infoland, this means broadening its international operations to Sweden, while for Frontwalker, it 

means expanding its offering with software for optimising and digitising business processes. Infoland is an 

established software vendor with offices in The Netherlands and Belgium that develops standard but highly 

configurable software. Software that is used every day by over 1.6 million individuals in industries such as 

healthcare, logistics, manufacturing and the maritime sector. Frontwalker is an IT consulting firm that designs, 

implements and delivers strategic and business-critical IT projects. 

"We are two IT companies committed to solving digital challenges. I truly believe that through this partnership, 

we can support Swedish customers and make their work easier." according to Marieke Kessels – Habraken, CEO 

of Infoland. “Joint customers will now be able to take advantage of the strong technical capabilities of both 

companies and their ability to solve challenges at the intersection of business and IT.”, she continues. 

"We found each other in striving for long-term relationships with our customers. I am looking forward to our 

joint initiatives intended to create added customer value continuously." said Nicklas Raask, President & CEO of 

Frontwalker. 

About Infoland 

Infoland (Veldhoven, The Netherlands) creates smart software solutions since 1998 that enable professionals 

and organisations to excel. The software, Zenya, helps organisations in all sectors to safeguard themes such as 

quality, safety, risk, and continuous improvement. Fast access to relevant information and an upgraded ability 

to learn from mistakes or deviations are only a few benefits for these organisations. Infoland makes a 

difference by creating high-quality yet easy-to-use software and aims to enable professionals to get the most 

out of their workday, every day. 

About Frontwalker  

Frontwalker (Stockholm, Sweden) is a front edged IT-company with a solid experience in developing and 

maintaining digital systems. Their focus lies within system development and management consulting. 

Frontwalker started in 1996 and is a subsidiary of the public listed group Xavi Solutions. The group has approx 

140 employees divided in several Swedish locations. 
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